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AbstratThe sintillating �ber detetor (SFD) provides information essentialfor momentum determination and MSGC lustering. It is ruial toassess the eÆieny of this detetor as the event reonstrution annotproeed if the SFD response is inaurate or missing. In order toaurately determine the relative momentum, we need to rely on theeÆient performane of the x-plane of the detetor. In what followswe assess this eÆieny and analyze the detetor response to singleand double-trak events. Lastly, we use single trak event statistis to�nd the perentage of hits lost due to the performane ot the readouteletronis or added due to the rosstalk for the ase of double trakevents.IntrodutionFor our analysis we used Spring 2001 and Summer 2000 data samples with 10million events taken with a mixed trigger (DNA:or:T3):and:T1��opl:or:T1ee:or:T�:or:TKaon. The experiment was run with di�erent SFD thresholds dur-ing these two run periods. Sine the T2 trigger was ative at the time, 1999data ould not be analyzed. The results from real data are also ompared tothe the simulated detetor response to the Coulomb pairs. The determina-tion of the SFD eÆieny makes use of the two staggered IH planes. Sineonly two vertial IH planes were available before 2001, only the determina-tion of the x-plane eÆieny was possible.1



ProedureAt the start of our proedure, we use the hit slabs in both planes of theionization hodosope to loalize one or two partiles that have rossed thedetetor within a small horizontal spatial interval. Sine the distane be-tween the IH and the SFD is small (15 m) and the amount of materialbetween them is low, we assume the lateral displaements between the SFDand the IH due to multiple sattering in the SFD or the MSGC to be small.Moreover, we rely on the fat that the partiles originate from the targetarea. Seleted events are required to meet the following onditions:� Pion triggers. Only the events with pion trigger marks are seleted [2℄.As an additional \lean-up measure" we eliminate events ontainingeletrons in the Cherenkov detetor (see Fig. 3) and muon traksusing the preshower and muon detetors.1 We note that the promptevents may also ontain protons (p � 3:5), whih, similar to pions, areminimum ionizing.� Ionization hodosope uts: Require ADC signals from the overlappinghit slabs in both planes of the IH as shown in Fig. 1. And in the aseof:(a) Single ionization: Require an ADC signal in the range between100 and 180 (Fig .4).(b) Double ionization: Require an simulatedADC signal above 250.� Timing of the hits: We hoose events with the time di�erene of -0.5to 0.5 ns between the left and the right arm of the vertial hodosope.Additionally, only the hits in the x-plane of the SFD and both planes ofthe ionization hodosope whih orrespond to the TDC signal between5 and 10 ns are taken. We onstrain the time di�erene between thetwo planes of the ionization hodosope to �2 ns. (In Fig. 2 we showtiming for plane 1 of the IH; plane 2 and the SFD timing are verysimilar.)� In the ase of double ionization we require only one ourrene of thedoubly ionized slab per event in eah plane. This ensures that onlyone pair of partiles traveling lose to eah other is identi�ed.1Muon traks were eliminated using the method desribed in [1℄.
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A  and B  singly/doubly ionized A  and B     singly/doubly ionizedi i+1i i Fig. 1: Double ionization on�guration in the IH.

Timing in plane 1 of  the IH

Time difference in the IH: Time(plane 1) - Time(plane 2)Fig. 2: Timing of prompt events. Top: timing of the �rst plane of the IH. Bottom: timedi�erene between plane 1 and 2 of the IH.
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ADC sum in the Cherenkov detector (Arm 1)

ADC sum in the Cherenkov detector (Arm 2)Fig. 3: ADC signal in the Cherenkov detetor after the �+�� trigger has been applied.Signals below 75 in Arm 1 and below 62 in Arm 2 (thresholds marked with the vertialline) are rejeted in this analysis.

ADC amplitude in the ionization hodoscopeFig. 4: ADC signal in the ionization hodosope. Single ionization ut orresponds to theregion between 100 and 180 ADC ounts and and double ionization to amplitudes above250. 4



Identifying \ative areas" of the SFDIn the �rst step of our analysis we loalize the \ative areas" of the SFD, i.e. the regions where one should look for hits orresponding to the two slaboverlap area shown in Fig. 1. In eah ase when the double ionization ri-terion in the ionization hodosope is satis�ed, we reord all the hit hannelsin the x-plane of the SFD for this event.
 - Geometrical window

IH

SFDFig. 5: Geometrial window de�nition.The result an then be graphed in the form of a satter plot and the hitdistributions in the SFD per IH slab (i.e. a projetion of the satter plotonto the SFD hit axis) (Fig. 6 and 7). The SFD projetion plots enable usto �nd the positions of the peak areas as a funtion of the IH slab number.Knowing a window position, we an now obtain a preise value of itswidth. Due to multiple sattering we expet this width to be slightly broaderthan the overlap area of 3.3 mm between the slabs in the ionization ho-dosope (Fig. 5). Indeed we �nd this to be true when we yle over thesame events plotting the distane between the enter of eah window andthe hits losest to it. The result for the ases of single (left) and doubleionization (right) is shown in Fig. 8. In the �rst row we plot the losest hit -window enter distane in units of SFD hannels, in the seond the distanesof 2 losest hits to the window enter (losest hit - enter and next-to-losesthit-enter, both in the same plot) and in the third row 3 losest hits. It isevident that the width of the ative areas (to whih from here onward wewill refer to as the \geometrial windows") an now be �xed at 10 hannels(�5 hannels entered around 0), or approximately 4.5 mm. As expeted,one observes a rise in bakground hits as one advanes from a single losestto three losest hits. The peaks orrespond to the window we are looking forand the areas outside are the bakground hits whih we an disard. Theshapes of the graphs are fairly symmetrial and the maxima are enteredaround 0 indiating that the geometrial window was indeed found orretly.
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SFD hit channels vs. IH hit slabs

SFD hit channels vs. IH hit slabsFig. 6: Satter plots of SFD vs. IH hits. Top graph orresponds to theleft-hand side on�guration in Fig. 1, bottom graph to the right-handside.
SFD hitmap corresponding to slab 5 of the IH

SFD hitmap corresponding to slab 12 of the IHFig. 7: SFD projetions.6



Hit Slab - Window center distances (single ioniz) Hit Slab - Window center distances (double ioniz)

Hit Slab - Window center distances (single ioniz) Hit Slab - Window center distances (double ioniz)

Hit Slab - Window center distances (single ioniz) Hit Slab - Window center distances (double ioniz)Fig. 8: Hit slab - window enter distanes in units of SFD hannels. Top: losest hit,enter: 2 losest hits, bottom 3 losest hits to window enter distanes:EÆieniesBy ounting hits inside and outside a geometrial window whenever twooverlapping singly (doubly) ionized signals in the IH are registered, we �ndthe ombined window multipliity (Fig. 9). In Table 1 we show these resultsin numerial form.For the single ionization ase the imposed uts redue the original sampleof 10 million events by a fator of 1:2�10�3 both for the year 2000 and 2001.The number of events with no signal when one was expeted is registeredin 13% of the events in 2001 and in 19% of the events in 2000. We alsonote that the single hit events dominate the statistis as expeted and thatonly about 2.3% of the events in 2001 (1.4% in 2000) have two or more hitswithin the geometrial window.For the ase of double ionization the redution fator is 3:3 � 10�3 for2001 runs and about 3:5 � 10�3 for the year 2000. We observe events withno signal when one was expeted in 7.6% of the ases in 2001 and in 30%in 2000. As expeted, most of the remaining ases have one or two hitswithin the geometrial window. There is a sharp inrease in the number ofdouble hits in 2001 with respet to 2000 (25% in 2001 ompared to only 9%in 2000). 7



Multiplicity for single ioniz. (2001) Multiplicity for double ioniz. (2001)

Multiplicity for single ioniz. (2000) Multiplicity for double ioniz. (2000)Fig. 9: Multipliity inside geometrial windows.Run Total Mult. 0 (%) Mult. 1 (%) Mult. 2 (%) Mult. > 2 (%)2001 100% 13.3�0.3 84.4�0.8 2.12�0.13 0.147�0.035(evts) 122852000 100% 19.1�0.4 79.4�0.8 1.37�0.11 0.067�0.023(evts) 11970Run Total Mult. 0 (%) Mult. 1 (%) Mult. 2 (%) Mult. > 2 (%)2001 100% 7.62�0.15 65.8�0.4 25.4�0.3 1.10�0.06(evts) 328972000 100% 30.1�0.3 60.9�0.4 8.96�0.16 0.127�0.018(evts) 35357Table 1: Window multipliities with statistial errors for single ionization (top) and doubleionization events (bottom).
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EÆienies with TrakingThe results in the tables above ould be re�ned further if for every singleionization event in the overlapping IH slabs one also requires the preseneof a zeroth-order trak and, in the ase of of double ionization, two traksupstream of the magnet.2 The region of the SFD where eah trak is \al-lowed" to pass is determined by multiple sattering downstream. Its width,set to 2�, is found to be 1:6=Ptot m, where Ptot is the total lab momentumof the zeroth-order trak. The enter of this new window, whih we willall the \trak window", is the midpoint of the overlap region of two singly(doubly) ionized IH slabs (Fig. 10). The trak window width an be shownto vary from 9 SFD hannels, whih is lose to the the geometrial windowsize of 10 hannels, to about 30 hannels (4.5 mm to 13.5 mm range) (Fig.11).3 In addition, to make sure that only the hits orresponding to traks
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Track windowFig. 10: Trak window de�nition.are seleted we restrit our sample even further by applying the same sizedtrak window to the y-plane of the SFD4 and require the single and doubletrak events to have at least one hit inside and the timing of the hits to bebetween 5 and 10 ns.Whenever a trak passes through the trak window in the single ioniza-tion ase (for double ionization we require two traks to pass through theirrespetive trak windows), the y-plane spatial restritions, and the initialtime onstraints imposed on the ionization hodosope and the x-plane of2At this stage of traking the drift hamber �t extended upstream and onneted by astraight line to the target (assumed at the origin).3If one ompares and plots position and width of the trak window with that of thegeometrial window, one �nds that the geometrial window is entirely ontained withinthe trak window in 97% of the seleted events.4Multiple sattering downstream of the magnet is approximately the same in the x andy diretion. 9



Fig. 11: Trak window width distribution.the SFD are satis�ed, we reord the appropriate hits in the x-plane. One ofthe e�ets of these restritions is a redution in the bakground outside thegeometrial window. In Fig. 12 (2001 data) we ompare distanes of thehits losest to the window enter - the position of the window enter withand without the trak requirement for the ase of double ionization. Theperentage of hits outside the � 5 hannel window is around 4% in the latterase, and about 1% in the former. For the single ionization the derease inbakground hits is smaller and is around 1%.
Closest Hit - Window center distances (double ioniz./double track)

Closest Hit - Window center distances (double ioniz)Fig. 12: Double ionization: losest slab - window enter distributions for events with (top)and without (bottom) the trak requirement. The bottom plot is the expanded version ofFig 8. 10



For omparison with Fig. 8 we also plot losest hit - window enterdistanes for di�erent loations of the traks relative to the trak windows(throughout this part of the analysis we do require the presene of at leastone downstream trak for the events with single ionization and at least 2traks for the events with double ionization) (Fig. 13, 14).One an now plot multipliities inside the geometrial window (Fig. 15)and onstrut a table similar to Table 1 (Table 2).To summarize the rest of the results, the single trak requirement reduesthe statistis in Table 1 by a fator of 1.3 in 2001 and by a fator of 1.4 in2000. For the double ionization events this fator is around 3 in 2001 and 4.6in 2000. The trak onstraint ontributed to a signifant drop in ineÆieny(multipliity 0): from 13% to 9.6% (2001) and 19% to 13% (2000) for singleionization, and from 7.6% to 2.8% (2001) and 30% to 22% (2000) for doubleionization. The e�et of dereased SFD thresholds in 2001 an be observedthrough a relationship between the number of double hits relative to thenumber of single hits: with the trak requirement the number of double hitsexeeds that of the singles for 2001 data whereas the opposite is true for theprevious year (the time orrelated neighboring hit hannels were merged intoa single hit or not registered at all due to higher threshold values in the peaksensing iruit [3℄ used in the SFD readout). Lastly, another e�et of lowerSFD thresholds, whih beomes more evident with the trak onstraint, isthe inrease in the number of double ionization events with multipliityhigher than 2. Suh events were registered in 2.08�0.14% of the ases in2001 as ompared to 0.206�0.051% in 2000.
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Closest Hit - Window center distances with a track inside track window

Closest Hit - Window center distances with no track inside track windowFig. 13: Single ionization: losest slab - window enter distributions.
Closest Hit - Window center distances with both tracks inside track window

Closest Hit - Window center distances with only 1 track inside track window

Closest Hit - Window center distances with no tracks inside track windowFig. 14: Double ionization: losest slab - window enter distributions (2001 data).12



Mult. for single ioniz./single track (2001) Mult. for double ioniz./double track (2001)

Mult. for single ioniz./single track (2000) Mult. for double ioniz./double track (2000)Fig. 15: Multipliity inside geometrial windows with the trak requirement.Run Total Mult. 0 (%) Mult. 1 (%) Mult. 2 (%) Mult. > 2 (%)2001 100% 9.61�0.33 88.0�1.0 2.22�0.16 0.190�0.46(evts) 89682000 100% 12.7�0.4 85.7�1.0 1.48�0.13 0.096�0.034(evts) 8365Run Total Mult. 0 (%) Mult. 1 (%) Mult. 2 (%) Mult. > 2 (%)2001 100% 2.88�0.16 45.6�0.6 49.4�0.7 2.08�0.14(evts) 109062000 100% 21.5�0.5 55.5�0.8 22.8�0.5 0.206�0.051(evts) 7761Table 2: Window multipliities with statistial errors for single ionization with 1 trakin a trak window (top) and double ionization events with 2 traks in a trak window(bottom).
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SFD EÆieny with Coulomb Pair EventsFinally, we onsider the response of the simulated SFD to Coulomb pairand single trak events and ompare them with the real data eÆieniesabove. In both ases we used 30,000 2-pion event input �le5, taking awayone trak to generate single trak events. This �le was proessed by GEANTresulting in an output �le whih ontained detetor hit and time of ightinformation. Subsequently, the same subroutine (linked with Ariane 304 23)was run over the GEANT-proessed output, while the same onstraints as inthe beginning of the artile were kept. This yields the following geometrialwindow multipliities:Run Total Mult. 0 (%) Mult. 1 (%) Mult. 2 (%) Mult. > 2 (%)2001 100% 9.26�1.11 88.4�3.4 2.38�0.56 0.(events) 7562000 100% 22.6�1.7 71.6�3.0 5.60�0.83 0.124�0.124(events) 804Run Total Mult. 0 (%) Mult. 1 (%) Mult. 2 (%) Mult. > 2 (%)2001 100% 1.13�0.29 42.6�1.8 53.8�2.0 2.49�0.43(events) 13272000 100% 17.3�1.1 56.1�2.0 26.5�1.4 0.073�0.073(events) 1365Table 3: MC-generated window multipliities for the single (top) and double ionizationevents (bottom).Overall, the Monte Carlo generated window multipliities are found tobe in good agreement with the experimental data (Table 1 and 2), withmean multipliities di�ering by at most 1 �. Sine the Monte Carlo SFDthresholds have been tuned based on the Table 1, one observes a loseragreement between these results than with the a trak window ase (Table2). Conversely, sine for the Coulomb sample the bakground is virtuallynon-existent, MC double trak multipliities show a better agreement withTable 2 than with results in Table 1.ConlusionsSine the goal of the experiment is to detet a pair of harged partiles,we will summarize the eÆienies obtained with double ionization. By ex-amining prompt events within allowed hit ranges in the SFD satisfying a5Input �le was provided by Cibr�an Santamarina.14



double ionization requirement in the ionization hodosope we �nd the eÆ-ieny to detet at least one partile in 2001 run to be about 92% with notrak requirement, 97% with one. For double ionization events with 2 trakrequirement the eÆieny of deteting one or two hits with the ative areaof the SFD is 91% with no trak onstraints and 95% with the trak on-straint. The rosstalk (i.e. double hits in SFD with the singly ionized slabin the IH) is observed in 2.2% of the events (with the trak requirement on).For the year 2000 the two partile detetion eÆieny was 70% with and79% without the trak onstraint. Crosstalk was lose to 0, onsistent withhigher threshold settings. These results were, �nally, ompared to the sim-ulated one, with the good agreement found between the two, with averagemultipliities deviating no more than one � from eah other.AknowledgementsThe authors thank Angela Benelli for the help with implementing and tun-ing Monte Carlo SFD simulation in the Ariane ode. One of the authors(D.G.) would like to thank Christian Sh�utz for the disussion of the trak-ing algorithm, Valery Yazkov and Leonid Nemenov for their suggestions onbakground redution and Alexander Gorin for the disussion of the peaksensing algorithm.Referenes[1℄ DIRAC NOTE-01-02: Muon identi�ation in the DIRAC experiment,V. Brekhovskikh [Protvino℄, M.V. Gallas [CERN℄[2℄ L. Afanasyev et al., \The multilevel trigger system of the DIRAC exper-iment," Nul. Instrum. Meth. A 491, 376 (2002)[3℄ A. Gorin et al., \Peak-sensing disriminator for multihannel detetorswith ross-talk," Nul. Instrum. Meth. A 452, 280 (2000)
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